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Once I've had years of cramped up city life, trapped like a moonshine
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Wish that I was on ol' Rock-y Top, down in the Tennessee
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hills; Ain't no smoggy smoke on Rock-y Top; Ain't no telephone
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hills; Ain't no smoggy smoke on Rock-y Top; Ain't no telephone
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bills. Once I won't have a girl on Rock-y Top; Half bear, other half
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bills. Once I won't have a girl on Rock-y Top; Half bear, other half
Wild as a mink, but the sweet as sod-a-pop, I get their dream about a jar.

Rock-y Top, you'll al-ways be home sweet home to me.

Good ol' Rock-y Top Rock-y Top Tenn-es-see Rock-y Top Tenn-es-

see see. see. Rock-y Top Tenn-es-see